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_ ABSTRACT,
.

This paper <i-inalyzes' non-Analo views of the concept fctistice: these views are different from those of the. dominant
Anglo-American tradition'ind thefefore make tip one 4:4 the components

'of ethnicity. The author-examines justicv as a concept ,in the
literature o three conttmpoiary American autborsi, the Italian
American Pi ro Di. Donato, Nelson Algren (whose descendents were '

Swedes and German Jews)., and, the treek American HariY Hark Petrakis.
Two categories of justice are discusse`d: (1) divine justice, the

.

exercise of authodity by God which implies a constant and universal.
. moral law: (2) human justicelohich is eiher formal (codified in law)

or informal Imeted out by familleN neighbors, and groups). /t is
found that these .writers' views of iustice are differeilt from those
of the larger Americtn society in he following ways: (.1)

self-definition is attained through relationships with others -*rather
than through -lOnelq, self-assertion: (2) informal justice, byemphasizing relationships With others and responsibilities to them,is. possible and desirable; (3) formal lustice fails as a laean0 of .attaining equity and fairness': (111 -divine ..justicei is. often,"
insarutable but there is a.constiknt moral law )3 y which one tries tolive. (Aut hor/BE)
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44,

Our vomrd "juitice" derives from the Latin justitia. To the ancient

Creeks, "ju5tice4 was the first of four_cardinal virtueciFittingly, the

lord and idea are central.condepts in the literature of three contemporary

Amlrican authors whose roots are in non-Anglo Europe: the Italian-American

Pietro Diinato; a Swedish German-Jew-who writes about the Polish, Nelson

Algren; and the GreekItImerican Harry Mark Petrakis. Their view of justice is

quite different than that'held by writers in the dominant Anglo-American

tradition. If, as M chael%Nowak, Andrew Greeley, and other have demonstrated,

ethnicit can be a point of departure for analyzing American society, then

alalyzIng such a fundamental idea as concepts of justice in ethnic literature

can yield new insights._

We generally divide the- cancept of justice into 1 categories, divine

ahd human. Divine justice is the exerciae of authority by god to maintain what

is eternally right and to mete out rewdarde.and punishments as desezved.

justice may be inscrutable and may or may not correspond with temporal law,

but it implies a moral law that is constant and a vision of univeraal order.

In our temporal lives human justice is formal or, informal, and hoth(aVy

, social order. Formal justice odified in Laws and administered by govern-

ments and courts. Informal Justice'is meted out by families, neighbors, and

groups. Whether divine or human, formal or infdrmal, justice implies equity

and fairness. The ancient concept carried to'a logical conclusion is democra-

iic; that is, customs, conditions, and laws elanget but justice rests on tht

inherent rights of all. 2

I want to examine concepts of justice in werks by Di Donate, en,

I
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and 1.1etrakis for several reasons. FirA, they are fine writers who have been

2

inadequately recognized in American lite4.7 criticism. 'Each writer has
7,

received some critical attention--a National Book Award for Algren,
.

two nom cm-

dons for thae award for,Patrakis. Di Donato has not had recogniiion on Ais

level, although he is the o91y one of the three.fortunate enough to have.his

best novel in print--Christ ih Concrete. Second, the three have a vantage

point between the older European and newertAmericans worlds. Di Donato and

Petrakis arp second generation Amerioans and Algren i4 third generation. These

men do not necessarily consider themselves tthnic writers--Petrakis, for
,

example, rejects the labels "ethni4 writer, or Greek writer."3Nevertheless,

theirs is a unique historiclft position that gives them insights into'16
.

.thoughts and actions of\the firlt generation and also a perspective on contem-

porary America. The third reason 4 have chosen them is that their fiction

t lls,us about those 70,0001000 or so of us toda ho are of southern,

ce
central, and eastern European stock, descendants of the hmaigrants vie Ll000ed

(

into the United States In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
a

If our concepts of justice seem at oddeat times with those of the larger

American ociety, perhaps we can all through literature.come to a better under-
,

standrng of this.
4.

Divine juseice to these ethnics is quite personal. The immigrants

brought with them a faith in destiny and handed this on to their deScendants,

so ttlit Di Donato today remains a devout Roman Catholic, and Petrakis has

maintXined an alliance with the Creek Orthodox church.' Algren's inheritance is

unusualScandinavian-Zionist on one side, German-Jew on the other, and,

appropriately, he is the t non-conformingiaeliever.

Their concepts'of human equity also differ from those in our dominant

literature. Their forebears fled from enormous economic and political injust ce,

"s.
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escaping, as Di Donato has said, from "starvation, conscription and crushing

taxes," and from cruel, relentles4 toil in 4 worn out law. Patked into

steerage "no differently than livesock,:' they withstood terrible hardships in

order to reach their destination or "destiny," the promised land for "fortun-

,4
ate pilgtimz ' Once here, they did not depend on formal legal justice from

a syqtem which they either did not understand or perceived as working againsa

them. Ratherifr one survived in America with help from others or by informal

IpstiCe.1 In the logic of fulfiltment, as Richard Gambino has expressed it in

Blood of My ,plood, a study that documents the transference of a value system

from Italy to America, the children and grandchildren.of these urban pioneers

still believe that self-definition is shaped in relations with other people,

institutions, works, and events. 5
One is born into commitments and responsi-

bilities, and achieves maturity rd selq,essness within these relaWonships.

Our dominant Anglo-Ameriyin IlteratuT by contrasti, has placed great value on

individuality,,and individual conaciousnasbie a'sserts his or her imperial

self by rejecting social institutions and involvement. Ome findesalyatipn

-in lonely self-assertion. One takes tb the woods, looks back nostalgicallyeto

7
a mythic past, escapes into fantasy, is driven into madness, or waits

deraOingly for the end. Justice, whether in the view of Mark Twain or Henry

Adams, Ernest Hemifigway or Kurt Vonnegut, is Oeyond attainment, and the search

for it is futile. So much of this literature admires.unencumbered youth, is

suspicious of adulthood, and is hostile to city and community life. There is

in it spiritual and metaphysical as well as self-isolation. A recent.scholar.

of white ethnic literature has said that the definition of American literature
.

"haa beeyoslanted toward literature about the isolato, the uprooted, the

individualistic; a concept influenced by Enlightenment theories of individua1-...0.P

ism and Calvinistic ideas of personal, hightyintroapective attention

6
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to salvation." By contrast, white ethnic literature deals with individuals

4

and their growth but always in the context of a group% the nuclear or extended

family, an ethnic or work group, or the working class.
6

Let me naw turn to specific works by the'three writers; Pietro Di

Donato in Christ in Concrete agonizinily questions all justice. His search '

for divine justice is a classic Catholic example of faith tested and affirmed.

His search for human fairness ii very much conlYed to the ethnid experience

of being disqppointed by formal justice and tpen finding help and support

informally. This semi-autobiographical hovel is set in the 1920's in We7t

Hoboken, New Jersey. On Good Friday, a regular workday, the inmigrabt brick

mason Geremio protests to his padroni that the underpinnings of the building

they are constructing are. unsafe. The .boss keeps inspector drinik and
:"

insists the men continue working. To describe tHOI utaf-,danttr scene, Di
4

Donato takes imag_94 of inert or anlmal-forms that seem to ce the hunanI
body AO.an ob ect (ane recalls his obtervation"of people packed like livestock

into'ships), then imagines his f.ather's last prayer, his human spirit reaching

for divinity, so-that Geremio becomes more than just the sum of his parts. Di

Donato yokes flower images to tliose of, wood, metal, and ceme forming an'

intense lyrical style that serves to enhance CereMio's worth. As the building

collapses', Cerem o 4,"a worthless sack amongst -tbe.giAnt debris. . ." His

jaw splinters, his blue swollen face is gnashed against the beams.' His

outstretched arms are "caught securely through the meat hy thin round bars of

reinforcing. steel":

'Mother mine--mother of JesuAnnunziataDrchildren of mine. . . Mercy,
blessed fathersalvation. : . . help me. . . . Jedu, Jesu. . . ." His

1 mangled voice trebled hideously, and hung in jerky whimptrtngs. Blood
vessels burst like mashed flower stOms. _He scrSamed, 'Show yourself now,

.' HisJest,: . . ohh, why do you let it happenwimere are you.? .

1
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bones cracked mutely and his sanity went sailing distorted in the limbo
of his subconscious. . . (Christ in Concrete,'pp. 29-30.

Geremio's crushed bcidy is discovered on'Easter Sunday.

The novelist shifts his focus'to Geremio's son Paul (Di Donato him-

5

self), who at age twelve is the oldest of eighechildren and must take charge
if

of the 'bereft family. Paul's sears for justice )s at first for legal a

which he finds unsatisfactoni. When he goes to.,laim his father's body, the

piolice are callous and indifferent. Then a grocer refuses credit--ahove the

bash re*ister is a sign, "In God We Trust * * *110thats Pay Cash:." On t%e
6/

uorgue-like Municipal Building wall, Paul readS"JUSTICE" and "EQUALITY." but

*4 -

because Ceremio was an alien the family is denied welfare (Chrigt in Concrete,

000

pp. 74-75). Without means, raul cannot event attempt to put a little gift on

4the scaleseOf justice. Paul's mother's application for workmen's compensation

is delayed by smocith-talking lawyers. One recalls another old Ilalian saying,

"When you say latiSrer, you say thief." Paul next seeks less formalized htz4an

justice and is initially disappointed when a well-fed prteat gives him cake for

his fiamily but announces he is powerless to dispence cha ty. But illormal

x.

justice is now achievedj the family members stand together;k and members-of the
.4

Italian community help out. Tenement neighbors and friepds themselires needy,

give t family food, cl6thing, and money', and Geremio's fort-r fellow workers

arrange for Paul, barely in his teens, to work as a bricklayer. By contrast,

tore formalized justice again fails. Paul does an adult's jibb but th b. company

dheats him on his ray. Nor does the company make the scaffolds safe. His Uncle

Luigi 18 pemanently injured In a fall.

yr To Paul
9 recalling Geremio's crucifixion, divine justice seems to be.

,nn illusion. A Jewish friend Whose 1:trother was killed in Russia by Czarist

\oldlers. insists to Paul that there is no god. Paul dreams that he wanders

through mazes stone and stel into a dead end where his father whispers,



"I was cheated, my children also will be crushed cheated. . . (Chriat in

Concrete p. 298). When he learns his mother has cancer, a auffering Paul_

lb

smashes a crucifix and cries out to her,that religion is a lie. Paul's solIM

tary ego asserts itself: "I var.t Justice here! I want happiness here! I.want

life here:" (Christ in Concrete, p. 306). Annunziata perceives her son's

error and strikes him, but as'a symbol of flowering motherhood she then begs

forgiveness and prOs that he have faith and' that he take care of the younger

children. °It is at this-point that Paul reaches understanding and maturity

and accepts his inherited obligations and his fate.

Rose B. Greell, in her analysis of Italian-American novels, demonstrates

that they are usually affirmative.
8

One finds, indeed, the, in all Di Donato's .

works ben, women, even children can possess real mora power within their

fates. "Destiny," tmiracles," the "wheel of fate" reappear injhe Penitent, a

0
powerful Lta lien Dantesque narrative of crime, punishment, and redeppifonl

Twenty-year-old Alessandro Serenelli is brutalized by endless labor and

povertY. He is a "hermit snail" who is totally self-immersed and therefore

lost.
9

Serenelli tries to rape a twelve-year-old girl, and when Mraia Goretti 4

will not yield, he hacks her to death.' As she dies she forgives him and prays

for his soul, saintly actions that foreshadow her canonization. Serenelli is

without sorrow or regret the first years of imprisonment; then 'slowly, pain-

fully, through dreams, revelations, and reading, he transforms his life.

! ,

Released from priion after almost thirty years, he dedicitee himself tn

faith and good words. Once againthere is divine justice.

Cottradistinctively to this somberness is a strong vein of humor in

much of Di Donato's wrginkthat helps to give it a broad emotional range. If

tqagedy in Chilst in_Concrete_and The penitent haa behind it a concept of
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universal order, Di Dunato's cammdy. presupposes social order. One can see in

the novel Three Circles of Light that Di Donato, while taking

search for human justice, can laugh at an absurd guest for it

seriously the

in New Jersey.

Uncle Barbarosso, a bachelor "by destinY'',and a del./but anarchist,

beloved pet dog General Garibaldi. Because the dog is 'old, rheumatic, an4
0

half blind, Barbarosso decides it "shall leave this exploited world, like a

u10
;carless warrior on the glorious field of battle, . . . Barbarosso, the

cpief dynamiter for,a buil4Ing foundation company, makes a belt from an old

corset, and wraps belt, dynamite sticks, and the sacred flag of the Gariba di

legion around ehe animl. Then'he light's the fusein a neighbor's yard a

runs for safety. Surprisingly, the pet is galvanized into movement an Una

after hia maiter. Garibaldi Is blown to kingdom come along with the front of

the Compl*ello house. There are no human injuries, fortunately, kind for once

formal justfce is served when Barbarosso must pay his neighbors for the damage.

in the Polish Ghicico slums of Nelson Algren's books, his people are

greater victims and ss in control of their destinities than are Di Donato's.

Family and close relationships are as important to Algren as to DI Donato, but

the difference is that the social system has so opprelSed the poor that

essential commitments and interdependencies are almost destroyed. Further-

more, Algren insists that American society has misconceived divine justice.

Algren's people ttave absolutely no belief in legal even-handedness, although

they retain a lingering hope for informal and divine equity.

Algren may he the best known of these writers, hut critical interpre-
.

tations have often been unsatisfactory. Barbara Gelfant in The American

City Novel, Ira denied his ethnicity, saying that Man With the GlIlden Arm is
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not unified by a common ethnic, racial, or religious bond but rather "by the

common batkground of disorder. 11
His ability to write truly about the Polish

has been questioned, chiefly, I suspect, because some do not care for his close

scrutiny of the ,underside of American life., Attacking Algren's lack of

belief and:by extension, his abandonment of a search for justice, Charles

Walcutt has said that Algren has given up on society. Joseph Waidmeir has

called Algren's a "quest without faith" in a godless world lacking social or ,

universal order and nieaning.
12

As early, however, as his Mandan and non-et4ic _§.91t_e_129.4y in Boots,

Algren's search for justice has consistently held a strong sense of order

0
violati;c1. Petrak$s, in recognition of this, has called AlAren a "tragic

0-
"13

poet. Algren has Said thm the writer mua,t stand beside the aCcused, "the

losers": conyicts, prostitutes, griftere, petty pilferers, dr4acs, addicts.
14

These people's greatest crime is to own "nothing at all, in the one land

where ownership and virtue are one." He has argued'that the "necessity of

bringing th

7'

judge on the bench into the dock has beetf the peculiar responsi-

.5 1

bility of the writer. . . .

0
Thus, Algren's search for equity and fairness

for the dtsinherited aims at involving us, his readers, on their behalf. As

Walter Rideout has said, Algren has steadily protested against "the still

16
This.'is his destiny which he is still following. Recently he was

AmerT democracy that is" and hag affirmed "the democracy that can
qgq

reportel to he living in a working class community in New Jersey and wtiting

about'a triple murder conviction. 1.7

Never Came Morning is based un the liveswof P61ish people among whom

Algren grew up. . Bruno Lefty Bicek, the slum boxer and thug, is trapped in

poverty. He loves Steffi Rostenkowski but bet ays her by letting her be gang

raped; and then in self-rage he kills a man standing,in line. The ptng

1 it
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delivers Steffi to a brothel. flee mothet, widowed and running aipoolro'om,

cannot help her daughter. Bruno's bedriddetlmother is also widowed: As a

prostitute Steffi is emon'g the hunted,.and the police are the hunters for

ttprotection" mousy. Lefty-becomes a pimp for Mama Tomek's brothel which

exists with the cooperation of the law. Thus, the legal force is part df

Steffi's and Lefty's exploitation. "Mama Tomek's" is, tn addition, an ironic ,

comment on broken family life. Donald Black's memmme excellept study The

Behavior of Law is a sociological description of societies in which the law

is not impartial but/works luantitatively against the poor and has vertical

downward direction against those who have less of the world's goods. Black

shJwc that lawls a form'of social control which increases in its apOlicatton

As other types of control such as the family are weakened or break down.
18

Algren's Fictiral world is an artistic rendering and a realistic account alf

the breakdown of traditional family 'ami religious structures.' A sign avet

the desk of detective "One-Eye" Tenczara satirizes onventional ideas of

divine as *ell as human justice: "I have only myself to blame for my fall"

(Never Cce gornina, p. 78). The doctrine of original sitylis thus distorted

in a saciety dedicatecipto individuality. A recurring refrain is "God has

forgotten us all. . . . He has-forgotten ournames" (Never Come Morning, p.

205). The impulse tAtelltve, however, keeps Steffi 440ping--she wants to go

to church but fears she will blaspheme, so she prays in her brothel roam.

.Although Steffi must betray Lefty to-the house.dltiler and police in order to

suevive, she and Lefty transcend their mutual betrayals and plan to marry &pod

ASP
reorder their lives. It is too late, and Lefty is convicted of murOer.

Like Di Donato, Algren uses animal images to show that his people are

rm,re than just that And lets images of mutilation reinfo ce his vision. Steffi

is a wingless fly. ,Lefty is symbolized by a wolf's head in.a taxidermist's
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window. Fully developing his fiction in Man With the Golden Arm, Algren

fuses concepts of justice into a complicated structure of symbols of animal

life, reliiion, and the heart, so that all form an integrated and masterful

novel. A distinctive structural principle of comic and tragic episodes

further reveals Algrèn's search for justice, Moreover, in Vs desire to right

the horrOle disordqr of his world, Algren satirically links legal injustice

.116.

to what is the conventia41 view of divine justice, heightening the discrep-

ancy between what is and.what should be, as in the novel's opining scene in

the Division Street police station:
if

lk . here God and the ward super Y.:kirk-hand in hand and neither moves
rr

without the other's 'assent. Gad loans.the super cunning and the gnir;etii
forwarda, a percentage of the grift on Sunday mornings. The super pUtt in
the fix for alLright-thinking hustlers and the Lord, in turn, puts in'the
fix for the super, for the super's God is a hustler's God; and.as wise, .in
his way, as the God of the priests and the-busineosmen (Man With the
Golden Arm, p. 7).

The roach floating in a pail of dirty water in this scene typifies !rankle

Majcinek's life. Frankie's morphine addictiot,t is the mo4eton his back,

Dope is god's medicine. Sparrow Saltskin is Frankie's loyal friend.

Scrounging blind Piggy eats insects. Only the alcoholic dog Rumdum sleeps

"the sleep of the just" (Man With the Golden Arm, p. 110). Simultaneously we

are reminded of the human heart. Molly Novotny's heart-shaped face tugs at

I-Frankie's heart: Frank has won a purple heart in the Army---it is the treat-

ment for-this wound which leadto his addiction. .The poliee Captain Bednar-

ski must will himself an iron heart in order to stand his job. Metal contrasts

to the heart -the police tower with its red and green lights shining above the

tenements-is "an iron caricature" of a Christmas tree,,and Fraale's Jail

sentence for theft is served in an "iron sAetuary" (Man With the Golden Arm)

pp. 166 and 168). Frankie's golden arm may help hill as a dealer but is the

receptacle of the morphine needle and ultimately the agent of his suicide by

. Os

4



hanging. A luminous crucifix.hangs on the wall above crippled Sophie's

wheelchair in the tenement apartment, and Sophie feels a 0 bonci of blood and
. , A

pain" with what is to her the secred Weart (Man With the Golden Arm, p-t 95).

Again:god has forgotten his awn. Goegre Bluestone has pointed vim ,that

Algren's recurrent religious imageri% like the chahting of a ritual, a

surrogate prayer.
19

In this society of guilt, accusation, and sufferi4g,

ever one is crucified: BednarSK)Spnrrow; Sophie, Molly, Frankie.
.

Algren's is a heart-wrenching facture of friendship, lofe, Othderness,

pride, and dignity, all struggling to-survive in Antek's tevern, Schwiefhles

gambLing room, in the deteriorating Polish neighborhood, and Within tenement

apartments. Many 4:;f the characterbj,c4all happier, more stable family 4.ves

of their childhoods and youth which they would like to recarture. They relatt

to each other on the basis of being Polish and Catholics Ficankie feels respon-
.

sibldefor Sogple,entek offers to loan the dealer money. Frankie wants to

believe an Id go to mass, he says, if he could reverte the elrents c4 his

tlife.

Algren's last chapter "Witness Sheet" combines the style of in inqnli-

tion and-a police report for the coroner's inquest on the body of Francis

Majcinek. We are the 'witnesses who allow offitialdom linked to organize

religion to destroy human justice and fia on divine justice. Although

Frankie killed the drug pusher Louie Foirrowski, Bednar only put the heat tn

Frankie because it was an election year.

Algren has said that were he.to rewrite this novel, he would not have
6 11"

Frankie commit suicide. "A more tragic ending would have been for him to go

into'isolation--cut himself off from people--as many addicts do." Algren was

true to his vision in the hook, however: hut it is instructive that he sees
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1.1

isolation as tragic, an "American disease" affecting us all.
20

At the novel's
4

center, Reduar did .rnot understand when a dgfrocked priest in the,lineup said

that he was busted for cashing phony checkVecause, "I believe we are all

members of oni apother" (Man WitH the COlden Arm,_p. 198). The captain has
4

further cut himself off from "communion'wiSh humarkity" because he has'thought

of himself.as cod-like,.as one "who tempered Justice with MercyJ*(Man With the

Golden Arm p. 298). At the end the captain and we know we are all members of

one another. Just as Frankkie, Lefty, Molly, Steffi, and Sparrow achieve moral

awareness, so can we, for it is our humanity that is divine.

Harry Petrakis also chroniclas the.Chicago ethnic egperience and like
e,

Algren and Di Donato fuses a lyrical style with earthiness fo reaffirm the value'

and uniqueness of our huMan life. Destiny to Petrakis is intensely personal.

Petrakis has said that regardless of how mad ortpretentious it may sound, he

has felt a sense of "destiny," a path of '
redemption" open to him through his

writing.
21

Petrakis is less concerned than Algren with legal injustice, and

-
informal relationships more often succeed than therclo in Algren's works. Like

the other two writers, Petrakis *slues informal human justice within a web of

relationships and mutual help. He, too, questions divine Christian justice but

adds another dimension to his quest. ths Gteek mythic concept. The Odyssey4of

Kosias Volakis recalls Homer, while the headnote is from Ecclesiastes: "Truly

the light is sweet. . yet let him remember the days of darkness: for they

shall be many."
2)

'1:ostas and Katerina work Lut their destiny by fleeing

impoverished Crete for Chicago. After years of.tenementodwelling and gruelling

1...ber In a cousin's restaurant, they achieve and share the joyskof a houile,0
family, friends, and material comfort. But they suffer, too. They lose a

child through illness, and when one son Alex kills another, like Cain and Abel,
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in a family quarrel, Kostas casts Alex out of his family and heart. Ale goes

to prison for hied crime. After ten years Kostas relents and visits Alex at

Joliet. .In a grim and moving seene over which lies the chill of death,' f'iher

'and son are reconciled. Another crucial sCane in The-10dyssey is of the

dedicated, compassionate father.Markos debating faitl with the atheist, an

evilly good man, Dr..Barbaris. When,they ask Kosias to settle the argument,

( he replies:

A

'I don't know. . . . There.are moments when looking at the fate of' my
.children or when remembering my dead that I cannot bear that-God 4ght

not exist. There are other times when it seems madness to think h could
be a witness to what takes place each day and night on earth. BuV whether
he exists or not . . we-should live our lives as though he existed'
(The Odyssey of Kostas Volakis, p.

The closure finds Kostas deciding that In spite of all pain and suffering, he

would "encounter again the destiny of all men," which is to'live his life

(The Odyssey of Kostas Volakis, p. 271). 't

Thq Greek-American scholar Theodore Sal'outos believes that adherence
40.

to the Greek 'Church for Greek Americans is a-natfonal sentiment, a uniti

cultural force, rather thah a religious conviction.
23

This seems so for many

of Petrakis characters, including Matsoukas in A Dream of Kinss.
,

$a
\ .

Odysseus-like
.

Matsoukas is a post World tar II Lmmigrant, a Veteran oyhe

iiwar against the fasci ts. He thus demonstrates that collective relationships

must not be carried to a totalitarian extreme. Living in Chicago among the

24,

poor and marginal, he is clever and survival oriented and hustles a living as

an astrologer, poet, real estate agent, instructor of wrestling, counsellor on

masturbation and bedvetting--anything to make a dollar. He loves his two

daughters, Faith and Hope, and his disenchanted wife, though like Geremio he

Is a vine drinking, lusty pleasure seeker and woman chaser. Like Di Donato

and Algren, Petrakis blends comedy and tragedy. In a brilliantly funny scene,

41 5
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he imagines an illegal gambling den, the Minoan Music House, as Aristophones'

citylof birds, a clAl-lcuckoo borough,'end the gamiders as a feafhered companr

of pigeons'and sparrows', Pilcons and hawks'. fFeirakis also uses images of,

animals to amp siie our human divinlity. Matsoukas passionattly loves his ion,

a modern Tqlemachu !, blind and retaraid Stavros who is a "small klatk moth

-jpinned to the ground in a raging shell," a caged.and crippled bird with mhota
t.N.4

%

Matsoukas can communimikAA Dream of Kings, p. 25). Because of StavrOs,

Matsoukss questions divine justice. After the boy suffers a particularly

savage seizure in church, Matsoukas says.tha nciprgod could apportion out

heaven add hell but now god aneglory'llive and 'error and chance rule the

world. katsoukas lakes the sign of the cro'ss over the,silent church, "Man

have mercy upon you. . ." (A Dream of Kings, p. 92).

f .

Oucwain, informal justice prevails, and a kind of Greek destiny is
a. .

achieved
t Matsoukas wants_10 return to Greece, fOr he believes the Greek sun.400 .

wi1shag'al his son's sick, body.. ,But Matsoukas Has 44,-.14.5..k and cannot get up

the fare. An inveterate, usually honest gambler, 'he resorts to cheating. The

Turkish house man discovers Matsoukas using loaded dice and beats him up, only

sparing the Greek because Matsoukas pleads for his life for the sake of his

son. When he drags himself home, his mother-in-law shrlieks, "God has punishe4

you for your filthy body . . . for all the debfuched evil of your heart:

Bastard! Animal: Filth!" (A Dreall of Kings, p. 154). Here again.is a warped

concept cif divine fairness. It is the dealer Cicero who loves Matsoukas and is

. right about his friend--Matsoukas has been chosen for eternal disaster but

takes each catastrophe and blow and turns them ito a kind of triumph, giving

"life the offering of an undivided heart" (A Dream of Kings, pp. 108-109). As

40i Matsoukas has said, "There are laws of the heart . . . which transcend the
,

laws of men," a statement Algren might have made (A Dream of Kings, p. 119).

16
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Matsoukas' wite steals her mother's hidden heard of money and urges her hus-

bandband to take it ELP he and Stavros can'fly to Greece, h knows, As we dq,

that Stavros -will die and'that Matsoukas will return to his Chicago family.

B t her deedid his act of faith testify to life.

Ki Petrakis' In the_Land of Morning again attests tol divine justice

within Greek mythology.
25

Its.title, like Algren's.NeveT Came Morning, !recalls
a

prayer but is obviously more positive. Like AIgren, Petrakis seeks our

involvement and commitment. -A Chicago recreation of the Orestean trilogy, the,,

homecoming of Orestes is that of young Alex Rifakis, alienated and deP eased,

from Viet Nam. If there is a statement on legal injustice; it is that Alex's

Chicago neighborhood is undergoing urban renewal anti remtnds him of the rOnedo

Viet Nam landacve.- The Rifakis are a cursed famiXy. In Alex's absence, his

-0,
motber Asmene Rifakis (Clytemnestra) has takenia over, the gangster Antonio

Callos (Aegisthus), and Alex's father has died o a heart attack. Now Cellos

is killed.in his bath by a grudge-bearing employee. Alex is involved an he

has accompanied the assassin in an effort to diecover his mother with Gallos

and kill her. She escapes. When Alex senses the depth of her love and grfef

for Gallos, he Is repentent. Although he has been confused and loat he is

drawn to a young war widow who has an infant son, and together they manage to -

finally salvage something of a future for4OnAia1ves.

A priest is central to this novel. Father Naoum once bilieved life

had coherence and rationality. Neither a prophet nor saint, he ks the good man

involved with and dedicated to others.\His portrait is reminiscent of Petrakis'

own father in Stelmark: A Famili Recollection, a beautiful rendering by Petrakis

of grawing up Greek and poor in Citlicago. At one point the priest-father, when

asked to sign a legal petition barring Blacks from buybing or renting nei hbor-
/
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hood prpperty, replies that he will if the petitioners obtain his boss's igna-

ture. Your bishop, they ask? "'The Big Boss,' my father said.' 'Jesus

Chtist. '

Once again, the ethnic American writer is laying that th self is

achieved in'relationship with others and responsibility to them. Formal legal

justice .will probably faillus. Informal justirce, based on compassion and

understanding% 1- still possible anddesirable. Vivine justice is often

inscrutable, but there is a constant moral law by which one tries to live.

46.
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